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Introduction 

In the spring of 2020 Marnix Vinke approached Joop Hendrix, a member of 

Planehunters Recovery Team. Marnix found parts from a crashed WW2 

airplane in the woods south of Huijbergen Holland. 

A reseacher approached Marnix and claimed it to be be the crashsite from 

Flight Luitenant Malcolmson,  who crash landed at a unknown position near 

Huijbergen february 8, 1945. Malcolmson flew a Spitfire Mark (Mk) XIV.  Untill 

now the exact crash landing site is not known. Planehunter members Joop 

Hendrix and Thijs Hellings found it to be a premature conclusion.

 

The investigation on the actual crashsite done by Marnix took several months. 

Over 10.000 square feet of woods had to be searched for small parts. Pictures 

of the parts were send to Joop and Thijs for determination. On 2 occasions Joop 

joined Marnix in the search. The aim was to find out what subtype Spitfire 

crashed and possibly proof it to  be the Mk.XIV from Malcolmson. 
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First an explanation of part numbers from Spitfires. 

Parts are stamped with 300 numbers.  An example of these numbers seen 

below  

 

There are about 70 subtypes from the original Mk.I Spitfire. The Mk. I parts 

itself were numbered 300. From each new subtype Spitfire only the changed 

parts carried the new sub type number.  All other parts kept the orignal 

number 300.  Some examples of found numbers at the crashsite. 

 

A 300 number from a Spitfire Mk.I, the nummer 36 means it is from electrical 

equipment. 
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349 refers to a Mk.VC and 08 to a fuselage part 

The highest number found is 361,  a Mk.IX or Mk.XVI number  

 

An important find was a part of the elbow intake (D22736)  of the carbarateur : 

This carbarateur  (8D44/1) was used on the Mk.IX Spitfire with a Merlin 66 

engine and on the Mk.XVI with the Packard build Merlin 266. 
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From the numberbook Merlin 66 : confirming the carbarator type used. 
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Several other D-numbers were found coming from the Merlin 66 engine. The 

conclusion is, that the crashed aircraft is a Mk. IX or XVI.  The Mk. XIV had a 

Rolls Royce Griffon 65 engine and carried the 9T/40/1 triple entry carbarator. 
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The aircrafts  fuel indicator front face was found and was used on Mk. I, V, IX or 

XVI. Another proof the crashed aircraft is not the Mk.XIV from Malcolmson. 

 

          Find                                                               Example 37 gallon fuel gauge 

                 

                     Example Mk.IX                        Example Mk.XIV fuel gauge 
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Found ammunition was 20mm Hispano and 7.9mm.  The year stamped on 

them was 1944,  proving it to be a 1944 or 1945 crash. All 3 types Spitfire 

researched could carry this ammunition.  

 

                     

Other important finds were: 

     

 A parachute buckle at the crash site. That is proof that the pilot was not able to 

exit the aircraft and died on impact of the aircraft. 

Impact point still visible 
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Several parts  carried a factory stamp, from the Vickers Armstrong factory at 

Castle Bromwich (VACB). 

 

Only 1 inspection stamp found, was from another factory. It is a stamp from 

the Vickers South Marston factory and reads SMAF. This  repair facility fixed 

damaged Spitfires. 

 

The conclusion:  the aircraft was build at Castle Bromwhich.  It had been 

damaged and repaired at/or with parts from South Marston at some point 

before it crashed.  

The Mk.XIV (RM805) from Malcolmsom was a Supermarine build Spitfire, and 

carried the 6.S stamp as a factory inspection stamp. This stamp was not found. 
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(www.allspitfires.org)  The order for building the RM805 at the Supermarine factory (S) 

The condition of the found parts indicates a high speed impact with a medium 

steep angle. Parts were found up to 100 plus yards from the impact point. 

     

Some more outspoken finds:                               Part main landing gear fairing 

   

         Emergency blowdown bottle landinggear ( determination Thijs Hellings)         

http://www.allspitfires.org/
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Upper left part of the instrument panel  

Overall conlusion: 

The found parts are from a late war high speed crash, which the pilot did not 

survive. The found Merlin carbarateur number is from a Merlin 66 or 266,  that 

was only fitted to the Spitfire Mk.IX and Mk.XVI.  Also the found fuel gauge does 

not match with a Mk.XIV. The inspector stamps proves the aircraft was build at 

the Vickers Armstrong factory in Castle Bromwich. Flt. Malcolmson flew with 

the Spitfire Mk.XIV registration RM 805 build by the Supermarine factory.  The 

crashsite is not from Lt.Malcolmson. 
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Documents review 

 The Operational Record Book from no.2 Squadron  shows the coordinates of 

Malcolmson’s  crash position. 

 

 

(National Archives London) 

The coordinate’s position (D.680193)  is about 1,5 miles from the crashsite of 

Marnix finds. From the accident-report it seems he struck the ground with a 

wing trying to land in a field. This information counterdicts with the crashsite 

in the woods. 

 

(Marnix Vinke)  

 Archeological reseach 

Next the ORB’s position was searched with metal detectors. The position is just 

over the border in Belgium.  
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(Google) 

Crash landings normally offer less parts to be found when compared to a 

normal crash. Local people living in the neighbourhood did not have any 

recollection of a crash. The original inhabitants, that lived there were deceased. 

At the location just a few small aircraft parts without numbers were found. The 

finds combined with the crash landing position from the documents give it a 

high probability that it is the emergency landing site from Lt.Malcolmson’s 

Spitfire. 
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The ORB position                                Actual aerial picture from March 1945 

           

  Marnix and Marco who helped out 

  Flt.Lt Malcolmson 
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Who crashed in Huijbergen? 

 WW2 crashfiles from Dutch Airwar Studygroup came up a few candidates. 

After checking against the facts only 1 remained.  Marnix found a candidate on 

a belgium website for the crashsite in the woods south of Huijbergen. Both 

Spitfires crashed somewhere in the neighbourhood of the unknown crashsite. 

The exact positions for both aircraft are not known. 

1)  Lt. Koes who crashed February 3,  1945. 

 

The aircraft is a Mk.XVI and normally it carried 20mm Hispano and Browning 

12.7mm (American armament) . It was unknown what the aircraft carried for 

armament so we decided to investigate Koes as a possible candidate. Below 

describes the possibilty some of the MKXVI’s were fitted with 7.9mm munition. 

It is generally believed that all production examples of the Mk. XVI carried the “American” armament. 

This is, however, difficult to confirm with certainity. Confusingly, the designation “LF. XVIE” first 

appeared in CBAF records around May-June 1945. The first low-back Mk. XVI, SM410, left CBAF for 

trials on 30 March 1945, so it is possible that at the time of its introduction, the “E” suffix was intended 

to refer to the low-back Spitfire and/or the previously mentioned changes in wing plumbing 

incorporated in that variant. Perhaps we’ll never know. 

A witness report from a Typhoon pilot. He was ready to go to his aircraft on 3 

February at Woendsrecht airport and saw the crash: 

         
(Bart Aalberts) 
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 The distance from the found crashsite to the WW2  airfield is about 2 miles! 

“Both wings folded upwards and broke away” , implicates that the fuselage and 

wings would not be together at the crashsite. 

The find of the gas cylinder from the 20MM Hispano MK2 at the crashsite 

proves that the crashsite is not from Lt/Koes either. The Hispano’s were 

attached in the wings. 

        

     Gas cylinder Hispano                                    Position in the wing   

                  

                                                                      Example picture                                                                           
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Conclusion: 

The mentioned crash location within a mile of the airfield combined with 

the find of a part from the Hispano cannon excludes Lt.Koes as the 

unknown crash. 

 

2) Cipriani who crashed on 22-11-1944.  

 

 From website: www. Belgiums-remember-them.eu 

 

 

                                                                                  From ORB 126 Sqn 
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Intresting that it states FALLEN OUTSIDE THE SCHELDE AREA!! That means it is 

not certain were it crashed,  the schelde area is adjacent to the crash area. 

The pilot was killed and that fitts to the crash site. 

 The aircraft  MH474 was build at Castle Bromwich (CBAF) 

 

(www. allspitfirepilots.org) 

39 (MU) Mantainance unit . 405 (ARF)  Aircraft reception flight (FAAC) Flying 

accident category C,  (ROS)Repair on site , 84  (GSU) Ground Support Unit (VAO) 

Varoius Air Operations. (scheldt is Schelde!) 
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The aircraft was build at the Vickers Armstrong Factory at Castle Bromwich and 

that is a match with the stamps found. Also had the aircraft damage and was 

repaired on site (ROS) and that could explain the found SMAF stamp. 

Next all known Begium aircrash researchers were asked and none knew the 

exact crashsite or had any of them documentation other then we found. 

Cipriani  is burried at Schoonselhof cemetry Antwerp. Documentation of the 

initial burial site is not known by them. 

 

(Marnix Vinke) 

Final conclusion 

Pilot Officer Cipriani could be the pilot, that crashed in the woods south of 

Huijbergen. The found aircraft parts match his Spitfire MK.IX. There is no 

documenation proof that he crashed in Belgium available to us. If he crashed in 

Huijbergen it is unknown why he is buried in Schoonselhof Belgium and not in 

Holland. Possibly the crash position that was 500 yards from the Belgium 

border combined with the front line in close proximity ( a few miles) was a 

determining factor! Also Schoonselhof had a British part called         

“Schoonselhof Cemetery”.  
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Hopefully some new proof will surface in the future  about this still “unknown 

crashsite”. 

 

 

  


